
In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Clouds 
Imagine laying on your back outside gazing up at the clouds. (No need 
to imagine if you want to actually do it.)  For each description below, 
sketch an R2 vector field associated with the movement of the clouds.  

10 min 
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1.  It is a calm still day with the slightest 

movement of clouds to the east. 
 
 

2.  There is a steady movement of the 
clouds toward the east. 

 

3.  The winds and clouds are gusting 
strong from the south to the west (i.e., 
in the northwest direction). 

 

4.  The eye of Hurricane Esmeralda is 
directly overhead. (Hopefully you are 
inside just imagining, not outside 
experiencing, this scenario.)  

5.  A funnel cloud appears to be spinning 
clockwise off in the northeast direction. 

6.  There is a gentle breeze and the 
clouds drift slowly by from west to 
east. 

Bonus: Take this activity to the next dimension. Sketch R3 vector fields 
associated with air travel. Imagine piloting a small plane. Write three 
scenarios for various conditions (e.g., smooth flight, turbulent flight, etc.). 
First visualize the R3 vector field associated with each condition, then 
sketch the field. 

Sketch vector fields here. 



In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Field Collection 
Bet you are more familiar with vector fields than you think. See 
examples below. Collect some images of fields of interest to you. Clip 
them to this page. Or list as many applications of vector fields as you 
can think of in 15 minutes. 
 

15 min 
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Are you a sailor? Then find some images of ocean currents 
of the gulfstream or waters you frequent. 
 
Are you a surfer? Find charts of swell directions for your 
favorite surf break.  
 

Ever flown over the Atlantic Ocean? Search images of the 
jetstream that represent a vector field. 
 

Interested in aviation? Find some wind speed and wind 
direction maps. 
 
Interested in weather? Worried about the coming hurricane 
season? Research images that describe a vector field 
associated with weather. 
 
Want to make a movie of an R2 fluid vector field? Fill a sink 
with water. Place confetti-like pieces of paper on top. Shoot 
a video of the movement of the confetti as you unplug the 
sink. Describe how to obtain a vector field plot from this 
video.  
 
Could you make a vector field for air flow by taping 
streamer-like pieces of paper or string to a fan? A rotating 
fan? 

3A. Relate 
new to known. 



In Chapter 1, you learned how 

R2 Vector Field Match 
Match each vector field function F to an image. Add appropriate 
labels such as unit, rotational, or radial, as they apply. 

ANSWERS:  
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

1.  B                  2.  A, unit                3.  E             4.  D, rot.            5.  F, unit, rot.              6. C, unit, radial           

1. 

A. 

F(x, y)=<1, 1>  

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

2. F(x, y)=<0, 1>  
 

3. F(x, y)=<x, 0>  
 

4. F(x, y)=<y, �x>  
 

5. F(x, y)=<y, �x>/ 
(x2+y2)  

6. F(x, y)=<x, y>/ 
(x2+y2)  
 

7 min 
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R3 Vector Field Match 
I Match each vector field function F to an image. Can you come up with 

an example or application that each field describes? 

ANSWERS:  
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

1.  D                      2.  C                      3.  F                       4.  B                       5.  A                        6. E           

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

10 min 

1. F(x, y)=<1, 1, 0>  

2. F(x, y)=<1, 1, 1>  
 

3. F(x, y)=<� x, � y, � z> 
 

4. F(x, y)=<x, y, z>  
 

5. F(x, y)=<1, 1, z>  
 

6. F(x, y)=<x, y, 1>  
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In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Flowline Match I 
I First, match each verbal description of the action of a vector field to an 

image on the next page, then to a verbal description of the flowlines.  

5 min 

1. clothes dryer 

2. merry-go-round  
 

3. vortex vacuum sucking air up 

4. sink draining 
 

5. rainstorm with E wind 

6. gravitational pull 
 

i. circles 

ii. helix moving up 
 

iii. helix moving down 

iv. lines toward origin 
 

v. lines in SE direction 

vi. tumbling spiral toward origin 
 

ACTION OF THE FIELD 

FLOWLINES OF THE FIELD 
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ANSWERS:  
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

1.  B, vi                    2.  D, i                    3.  F, ii                   4.  C, iii                   5.  E, v                 6. A, iv 



In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Flowline Match II 
I From the previous page, you matched each image on this page to a 

verbal description of the action of the vector field and to a verbal 
description of the flowlines on the previous page. On this page, 
randomly pick two points in the field and draw the flowline originating 
at each point. 

A. 
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B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

F(x, y, z)=<y, z, x>  

F(x, y)=<� y, x>  

F(x, y, z)=<y/z, � x/z, z2/4 >  

F(x, y, z)=<� x, � y, � z>  

F(x, y, z)=<1, 2, �3>  

F(x, y, z)=<y/z, � x/z, � z2/2 >  

3 min 
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Estimating work 
I 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

F(x, y)=<0, x>  

F(x, y)=<� y, x>  F(x, y)=<y, x>  

F(x, y)=<x, y>/(x2+y2)  
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ANSWERS:  
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

1.  3>2>1>0                    2.  1=0, 2≈0, 3≈0                  3.  1<0, 2=0, 3>0                  4.  1=0, 2>0, 3=0 

F(x, y, z)=<�x, �y, �z>  A ! 
 

  ! B 

 

A ! 
 

  ! B 

 

path 1 
 

path 2 
 

path 3 
 

path 1 
 

path 2 
 

path 3 
 

A  

! 
 

  ! 
    B 
 

path 1 
 

path 2 
 

path 3 
 

A ! 
 

  ! B 

 

path 1 
 path 2 

 

path 3 
 

For each vector field below, there are three paths from A to B. Rank the 
three paths in terms of the amount of work done by the field to move a 
particle along the oriented path from A to B. Then estimate if the work 
done for each path is positive, negative, or 0.  



In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Find the closed path 
I This activity provides a visual way to determine if a vector field is not 

conservative. We know by the equivalence theorem that the line 
integrals over closed paths for conservative vector fields must be 0 for 
every closed path. Thus, finding just one closed path for which this is not 
true (i.e., the path has nonzero work) means the field is not 
conservative. Each vector field below is not conservative, which means 
there exists at least one closed path for which the work integral is 
nonzero. For each vector field, find one such closed path.  

5 min 

1.  F(x, y) = <y, �x> 3.  F(x, y) = <exy, ex+y> 

2.  F(x, y) = <x2y, �2xy> 4. F(x, y) = <3xy2+y3, 3x2y�½xy> 

Now use the partials test to verify that these four R2 vector fields are not 
conservative. Which method for determining the non-conservativeness of 
a field (i.e., the visual or the algebraic) do you prefer? 
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In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Rate of Rotation 
I Each vector field F displays the curl vector at three different points 

A=(�2, �2, 2) , B=(1, 1, 0), and C=(�1, 1, �2).  Rank the three points 
according to their rate of rotation. Then do the curl computations to 
verify your visual ranking. 

8 min 
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ANSWERS:  
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

1.  curl F = <�1, �1, �1>; A=B=C                                 2.  curl F = <0, �2x, 0>;  A>B=C 
3.  curl F = <2x, 0, �2z>;  A>C>B                                4.  curl F = <�2z�1, 0, 0>; A>C>B 

1.  F(x, y, z) = <y, z, x> 

curl vector at  
A = (�2, �2, 2) 

curl vector at  
C =(�1, 1, �2) 

curl vector at  
B = (1, 1, 0) 

2.  F(x, y, z) = <1, 1, x2> 

curl vector at  
A = (�2, �2, 2) 

curl vector at  
C =(�1, 1, �2) 

curl vector at  
B = (1, 1, 0) 

3.  F(x, y, z) = <yz, �xz, xy> 4.  F(x, y, z) = <e�x, z2, �y> 

curl vector at  
A = (�2, �2, 2) 

curl vector at  
C =(�1, 1, �2) 

curl vector at  
B = (1, 1, 0) 

curl vector at  
A = (�2, �2, 2) 

curl vector at  
C =(�1, 1, �2) 

curl vector at  
B = (1, 1, 0) 



In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Fluid Curls 
I Option 1: Sink Curl 

1.  Plug a sink (small, e.g., bathroom sink works well) and fill it with water. 
2.  Cut or tear some confetti-like pieces of paper. Draw an arrow 

anywhere on each piece of paper. 
3.  Place the pieces of paper on the surface of the water, arrow side up. 

4.  Unplug and let the sink drain. Watch (or videorecord and re-watch) 
how the pieces of paper move. 

This experiment describes fluid flow in a vector field in ____.  

 

Each piece of paper moves along its flowline. 

 

The flowline is a _______ curve.  

 

As it moves along its flowline, each piece of paper may rotate. 

 

 

At some points along a particular flowline r(t), the corresponding piece of 
paper may rotate faster than at other points. 
 
 

 
Option 2: Cup Curl 
1.  Fill a container (cup, glass, bowl) about ¾-full with a water. 

2.  Stir the water in a circular motion. 
3.  Place the arrow-labeled pieces of confetti on the surface of the water.  

4.  Answer the questions above. 
 
Moral: Curl shows microscopic circulation. Do not confuse curl with the 
macroscopic circulation given by the flowline. 

8 min 
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q  R2 

q  R3 

q  true 
q  false 

q  plane 
q  space 

q  true 
q  false 

q  true 
q  false 



In Chapter 1, you learned how 

Scavenger Hunt 
Take a break and get outside. Take a walk. Give yourself a time limit, 
say 15 minutes. Mentally collect as many items from Chapter 3 as you 
see. For example, that kite says something about the wind’s vector 
field. You can collect items and make a list when you return home or 
snap photos as you go that you annotate later. 

15 min 

1C. Think 
visually. 
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